
Report on Earth Day 

EARTH DAY 2021 CELEBRATIONS 

@The Ralli International School celebrated World Earth Day on April 22, 2021 . 

 

EARTH  DAY is celebrated around the world with a beautiful message - “Our 

continuing efforts in our everyday lives will make this beautiful planet thrive.” 

Earth Day is a proof that even one person can make a global impact in a positive 

way. Echoing the same, Ralli International School celebrated “The Earth Day” 

through a series of activities on 22nd April.  

The whole school, whether it was the students, support staff, teachers, guards, 

admin staff or helpers took part in this “Go- Green initiative” .The students 

were reminded of simple doable actions towards safe Mother Earth. On 

this day, we try to plant a sapling or a plant which helps us from avoiding global 

warming. 

 

Array of creative online events were organized with a view to sensitize the 

children about the conservation of natural resources and to motivate them to do 

their bit towards making their planet even more beautiful. Our Environmental 

conservationists from the Kindergarten and the Primary Wing contributed by 

doing various activities to create maximum awareness and impact. 

 

Kindergarten Activities: 

 

Earth Day was celebrated through educational and action-oriented activities 

that were fun. On the occasion of Earth Day, teachers showed PowerPoint 

presentations to remind the students of their duties towards ‘Mother Nature’ 

and some significant contributions that they could make to support ‘Go Green’ 

drive. They were advised to adopt a tree and to encourage the same; students 

planted their saplings in pots. They also indulged in a craft activity in which they 

coloured a thermocol white ball representing Mother Earth, with blue and green 

colours symbolizing land and water. The tiny tots took an oath on the Earth Day 

to keep their environment clean and plant more trees. Our tiny tots 

enthusiastically participated too! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grade I to III Activities: 

 
The students of primary wing enthusiastically participated in myriad of 

activities conducted in the classes to commemorate our benevolent Mother 

Earth. To start with, the students learnt the importance of the Earth Day and 

the need to preserve and conserve their self-sustaining planet. Students 

expressed their views poetically by reciting poems based on the theme and it 

was a pleasure to listen to them. A thought provoking skit conveyed a strong 

message to one and all about the little things we can do in order to take care of 

our Earth like- reduce the use of plastic bags, reusing old items and recycling 

waste stuff. An enactment was performed by the kids that highlighted the 

importance of conserving resources for our future generations. A soulful dance 

performance dedicated to our blue planet and to celebrate the Mother Earth 

was organized. It touched upon the major issues such as excess use of plastic, 

depletion of Earth etc. Last but not the least, the students took a pledge to 

preserve and conserve their self-sustaining planet Earth.  

The students participated in these activities with great zeal and enthusiasm 

showcasing their artistic and creative skills.  

 

 

  

  



 Teachers added the finishing touch by addressing the students and 

emphasizing upon the importance of afforestation, planting of trees and the 

need for everyone to put together their efforts and get into action, in 

protecting our environment. 

 

CELEBRATION AT A GLANCE 

 

    

 

 

  



 

  

 
  



Just in time to support Earth Day this year, our school adopted cutting-

edge resource for elementary,middle and the senior wings . 

“Many students love music and dance, and research indicates that learning 

through music and structured movement is good educational practice.”  With 

this thought in mind, our school planned the Earth Day week with great zeal 

to spread maximum awareness. We used our students' love for songs and 

dance to deepen their enjoyment of the learning experience. Our little 

learners had lots of fun singing and dancing along to these 

educational Earth Day songs! The students were actively involved in the 

entire teaching-learning process. 

 Many Earth Day songs and Lyrics as per grades were taught to our kids in 

their regular music classes.They were- 

Grade II – ‘The Earth is my home’ 

Grades III-V –‘Dharti ke rehne walon’ 

 Grades IX-XII – ‘Hum yahin jiyenge’ 

Our dance teachers taught the following Earth Day dances-  

Grade I & II – ‘Ye Nadiya ye taare kya keh rahe hain’  

Grades IV & V - ‘Tik Tik kasm ye khae re plastic tik na paaye re’ 

Grades IX & X – ‘Dharti ka dil ka bole ab to dhak dhak’ 

This definitely helped to spark the passion in our young students.Students 

felt motivated to take this cause forward by spreading the message and 

taking action before it’s too late! Most importantly students learnt that 

‘Every Day, Earth Day’. 

Indeed, a great initiative taken up by our Music and Dance Teachers. 

The drive was a huge success, empowering students with substantial 

knowledge of environment and plants. 

https://www.songsforteaching.com/references.htm

